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At high redshift, we can follow the evolution of
populations of galaxies, but not the evolution of
individual systems.

The goal of  near-field cosmology is to follow the evolution
of  the Milky Way and other nearby systems, from the
earliest times (z ~ 15) to the present. We want to understand
(reconstruct) the events that led to their assembly.

The main structures of the Galaxy relate to events 
that occurred long ago at high redshift.

halo formation from  z ~ 15
disk formation from  z ~ 2



Start with the galactic stellar halo

(relatively easy)

Most halo building events occurred long ago, but some are 
still ongoing and sometimes directly visible - eg Sgr dwarf

Halo events are easiest to reconstruct dynamically 
because they are minimally affected by dissipation:  

long orbital periods allow dynamical structures to survive



Accreted objects (Searle-Zinn 1978) leave 
long-lived kinematic substructure 

in the galactic halo  ...
substructure may be too faint to see 

in configuration space but visible in phase space
or integral space  (eg E, Lz)



Tidal Streams in the Galactic Halo
 (simulation of accretion of 100 satellite galaxies)

The Spaghetti SurveyThe Spaghetti Survey  (Morrison et al)
Washington system; halo stars out to 100 kpc over 100 deg2
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Input - different colors
represent different 
satellites

Output after 12 Gyr
-stars within 6 kpc of
-the sun - convolved with
GAIA errors

Helmi & de Zeeuw  

Satellites in integral space (E,Lz)



Helmi & de Zeeuw adopted a time-independent
gravitational field for their simulation

Recent cosmological simulations (eg Gill et al, 
Gao & White) indicate that the dark halo 

has doubled its mass since z =1

Gill et al showed that satellite debris retains 
its identity in the (E, Lz) plane, 

although its average (E, Lz) does change

Dynamically reconstructing at least some of the objects
that formed at high z and then became part of the galactic
halo seems feasible: GAIA will contribute greatly.



Where are the first stars now ?  Diemand et al 2005,
Moore et al 2006, Gibson et al 2006

Material in the early rare peaks of the hierarchy is
now very centrally concentrated to the present-day
galaxy.

First stars are in orbits of fairly high eccentricity,
rather similar to observed eccentricity distribution 
for metal-poor stars in the galactic halo



Distribution in present galaxy of debris from peaks selected 
at z > 12  (Moore et al 2006).   Dashed cuve shows slope 
for metal-poor halo.



[Fe/H]

e

Orbital eccentricity distributions 
first stars (Kawata et al 2006)1200 metal-poor stars near the

sun (Chiba & Beers 2000)



The Galactic 
Bar- Bulge
small exponential
bulge - typical of 
later-type galaxies. 

Unlike the large r1/4  
bulge of M31

Launhardt 2002 Pritchet & van den Bergh 1994

M31



Later type galaxies like the Milky Way mostly have small 
near-exponential boxy bulges, rather than r1/4 bulges.  
(eg Courteau et al 1996)

These small bulges are probably not merger products:
more likely generated by disk instability  

Boxy bulges, as in our Galaxy, are associated with bars,
believed to come from bar-buckling instability of disk.
theory:  eg Combes & Sanders 1981 ...
observations: eg Bureau & KF 1999 ...



NGC 5746:  gas kinematics in a boxy bulge show the signature 
of orbits in  a bar potential (Bureau & Freeman 1999)

NGC 5746

[NII] 6584Å

Hα

[NII] 6548Å



Our bar-bulge is ~ 3.5 kpc long, axial ratio ~ 1: 0.3: 0.3
pointing about 20o  from sun-center line into first quadrant 
(eg Bissantz & Gerhard 2002). 

The stars of the bulge are old and enhanced in α-elements 
⇒ rapid star formation history



The galactic bulge is rotating, like most other bulges: 
(Kuijken & Rich (2002) HST proper motions)

Rotation (Beaulieu et al 2000)
K giants from several sources
and planetary nebulae (+)

Velocity dispersion of inner
disk and bulge are fairly similar
- not easy to separate inner disk
and bulge kinematically

Bulge ends at |l| ~ 12o



Compare the structure and kinematics of the galactic bulge with an 
N-body simulation of a disk that has generated a boxy bar/bulge 
through bar-buckling  instability of the disk (Athanassoula)



N-body model seen from galactic pole



COBE

Minor axis surface
brightness profiles

The slope of  log I(b)  gives the 
length scale for the model
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The kinematics of
the model are as
for boxy bulges: 

eg cylindrical
rotation

b = 0.5
b = 9.5



Vrot

l
Rotation of bulge (5 < |b| < 10)

model
V rot (l ) gives the velocity scale for the model

(km/s)



Velocity dispersion of bulge (5 < |b| < 10) model

(km/s)

σ los

l



The bulge is not a dominant feature of our Galaxy - only about
25% of the light. 

The bulge is probably an evolutionary structure of the disk,  
rather than a feature of galaxy formation in the early universe.
Structure and kinematics well represented by product of
disk instability.

The α-enhancement indicates that star formation in this
inner disk/bulge region proceeded rapidly.  The bulge
structure may be younger than its stars.

The Galactic Bulge - summary



Disk heating
Stellar velocity dispersion of galactic disk long believed to 
increase with age, but the facts are unclear. 

One view is that dispersion ~ t0.2-0.5  via some diffusive process. 
Other view is that heating occurs for the first ~ 2 Gyr, then saturates.

Requires some kind of disk heating - the mechanism is uncertain.

Heating needs to produce the observed ratio of  σz / σR ~ 0.5. 

Current belief is that disk heats by a combination of transient spiral 
wave heating plus scattering by GMCs.



exponential in R and z : scaleheight ~ 300 pc, scalelength ~ 4 kpc
velocity dispersion decreases from ~ 100 km/s at small R (similar 

to bulge) to ~ 15 km/s at 18 kpc. Heating more effective at small R. 

Lewis & KCF 1989
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Velocity dispersion of the thin disk



Solar neighborhood kinematics:

Several mechanisms for heating disk stars:
   transient spiral arms, 
   GMC scattering (eg Fuchs et al 2001), 
   large-scale bending modes of anisotropic disk  (Sotnikova 2003), 
   accretion events,
   star cluster dissolution (Kroupa 2001)

Expect  heating mechanisms to saturate after a few Gyr:
  stochastic heating : heated stars spend less time near galactic plane
  bending modes : heating decreases as vertical heating reduces the anisotropy



Simulations of in-plane heating by transient spiral waves
(De Simone et al 2004)  for spirals of different pitch angles.

Rapid heating for first
2 Gyr followed by 
steady slower heating.

This does not include
vertical heating of stars
which will lead to
saturation of heating
as σz increases

What do observations show ?



The most direct data on the age-velocity relation come from 
Edvardsson et al (1993) who measured accurate individual 
velocities and ages for ~ 200 nearby stars.
 

Edvardsson et al data indicate heating for the first ~ 2 Gyr,
with no significant subsequent heating.  Disk heating in
the solar neighborhood appears to saturate when σz ~ 20 km/s.



Freeman  1991; Edvardsson et al  1993; Quillen & Garnett  2000

Velocity dispersions
of nearby F stars

old disk

thick
disk

Disk heating saturates at 2-3 Gyr

appears at
age ~ 10 Gyr



Galactic halo shows kinematical substructure - believed to be
the remains of accreted objects that built up the halo

The galactic disk also shows kinematical substructure in
the solar neighborhood: usually called moving stellar groups

•  Some are associated with dynamical resonances (bar)
    (Hercules group: Dehnen)

•  Some are debris of star-forming aggregates in the disk.  
    (HR1614: Feltzing & Holmberg)

•  Others may be debris of infalling objects, as seen in ΛCDM 
    simulations: eg Abadi et al 2003 (Arcturus, Navarro et al)



We can extend the approach of reconstruction to the
disk of the Galaxy.   

Understanding disk formation is more
important than understanding the halo, because most of 

the galactic baryons are in the disk.

The moving groups are potential examples of substructures  surviving 
in the galactic disk.  If true, then these moving groups in the disk 
will become very interesting with RAVE and GAIA



Eggen identified many stellar moving groups

Are they 

•  dispersed debris of old star forming aggregates (interesting
    for reconstructing the history of the galactic disk)
                                
                                    or 

•  dynamically induced by the bar (eg Dehnen 1999)  or spiral
    structure (eg de Simone et al 2004) - both can cause 
    lumpy structure to develop in the velocity distribution
    of disk stars

 



Some moving groups may be associated with local resonant
kinematic disturbances by the inner bar : OLR is near solar radius  
(Hipparcos data) : Dehnen (1999), Fux (2001), Feast (2002)

Sirius and Hyades
streams - mainly
earlier-type stars

Hercules disturb-
ance from OLR 
-mainly later-type 
stars

Dehnen 1999(U,V are relative to the LSR)



We might expect that groups originating from a common star
formation episode have common ages and chemical properties.

Not so easy to test :  groups defined by their (U,V) distributions
will be superimposed in (U,V) plane  on distribution of stars that
do not belong to the group.



eg Famaey et al (2005) looked at the ages of stars in the 
Hyades and Hercules groups and argued for an age spread

3000 Hipparcos stars σπ /π < 0.20, isochrone log(age) = 8.3 to 9.7
(Looks consistent with small age spread for group superimposed
on background of non-group stars) 

Hyades Hercules

MV

V-I V-I



Some evidence now that at least some of the groups are
dynamical  in origin.  Need to test more convincingly
whether group members have common age and common
chemical properties, as expected if they have a common
origin in a star-forming event.

Not much done on this problem yet.  Show some old
unpublished work on the chemical properties of the
Hyades and Sirius groups, and new work on the age and 
chemical properties of Eggen's HR1614 group.  

Both indicate that the group stars do have common properties.



The Hyades and Sirius moving groups 
(Wilson, Freeman, Kalnajs 1988)

These are fairly young groups (ages < 1 Gyr). If they
are dispersing aggregates passing through the solar
neighborhood, then we expect the stars to lie on
Lindblad dispersion orbits and therefore to lie on
well-defined tracks in the (longitude - radial velocity)
plane.



Hyades and Sirius group - dispersion orbits

•
Sun



Wilson measured accurate radial velocities and
[Fe/H] values for several hundred stars within
500 pc of the sun, to see if the expected (Vrad - l)  
relation could be seen in any intervals of [Fe/H].



Hyades & Sirius groups: expected dispersion orbit loci are
seen only in narrow abundance range (similar to abundance
of Hyades cluster).  Suggests that they are chemically well
defined, as expected for dispersing star forming event.

-0.1 > [Fe/H] > -0.2 [Fe/H] < -0.25



We need to put these stars on a color-magnitude diagram 
to see if they are coeval. 

Now look at the HR1614 group (age ~ 2 Gyr, [Fe/H] = +0.2).  
Studied by Feltzing & Holmberg (2000) who argued for its reality.

De Silva (2006) measured very precise chemical abundances
for many elements in HR1614 stars, and finds a very small
spread in abundances and in ages.



HR1614 group:  [Fe/H] abundances relative to the star HR1614
(Na, Al, Mg, Si, Ca, Mn, Ni, Zr, Ba, Ce, Nd, Eu are similarly
homogenous)

De Silva 2006



HR1614 moving group stars: the (U,V) plane

Epicyclic theory 
predicts constant V.
(Eggen, Woolley)

The small tilt is 
expected because 
epicyclic theory is 
not valid for these
larger V-values.

De Silva 2006



HR1614 moving group stars: the color-magnitude diagram.
The stars lie close to the 2 Gyr isochrone. Two of the 4 chemical
outliers are binaries. One other lies well outside the group's UV
distribution. Expect that ~ 2 non-group stars from the background 
will have [Fe/H] and UV consistent with the group

De Silva 2006



Summary: Moving Groups 

The younger Hyades & Sirius moving groups and the older HR1614 moving group 
appear to be consistent with origin as star-forming event, rather than having a 
dynamical  origin (eg from dynamical effects of spiral structure)

This is good: it indicates that some moving groups can survive dynamically for 
at least ~ 2 Gyr against the effects of disk heating, so we can use them to
reconstruct the galactic disk.

Need to investigate the ages and chemical properties of more extreme groups 
like the Arcturus group (Mary Williams) with <V> ~ -100 km/s : thick disk star 
formation site or infalling galaxy ?

Also need to investigate the Dehnen-Fux Hercules group to see if it is really 
dynamical in origin (from effects of bar): does it include a wide range of stellar 
abundances and ages as expected ?



NGC 4762 - a disk galaxy with a bright thick disk (Tsikoudi 1980)

Thick disks
40



Jones & Wyse (1983) were among the first to try to understand
the formation of the thick disks, at a time when little was
known about the kinematics and metallicity of the thick disk.

Their idea was that the thick disk and bulge form first within
a nonspherical dark halo: gas collapses to the plane of 
symmetry of the dark halo but is not in centrifugal equilibrium
and so forms a hot thick disk.  The thin disk forms later from
gas that was lost by the thick disk + gas accreted from outside.

Current view is that the thick disk forms by the puffing-up
of the early thin disk through satellite accretion.  Elements of
the Jones & Wyse idea are seen in simulations by Brook et al,
(2004) in which early infalling gas is the primary source of the
thick disk



The Galactic thick disk
• its mass is about 10% of the thin disk’s  
• it is old (> 12 Gyr) and significantly more metal poor than the thin disk:
   mean [Fe/H] ~ -0.7  and α-enhanced ⇒ rapid chemical evolution
•  its rotation lags the thin disk by only ~ 50 km/s

thick disk
thin disk

higher [α/Fe] ⇒ 
more rapid formation



NGC 5907

( 2MASS JHK )

Similar rotational
velocity to our

Galaxy 

Looks like pure 
thin disk,

but deep surface 
photometry 

shows a 
prominent 
thick disk



NGC 5907
vertical cuts

show
thin disk + 
thick disk

Morrison et al 1994

From its colors, this 
thick disk is 

not metal-poor



Dalcanton & Bernstein 2002

Surface photometry  (BRK) of 47 late-type edge-on galaxies:

Find that all are embedded in a flattened 
low surface brightness red envelope or thick disk

Age  >  6 Gyr, not very metal-poor, like thick disk
of the Milky Way

Formation of the thick disk is a nearly universal feature
of formation of disk galaxies



The thick disk forms rapidly and early,  > 6 Gyr ago
(12 Gyr ago in the Galaxy)

Appears to be distinct from the thin disk

Formed by heating of the early thin disk in an epoch of 
merging which ended > 6 Gyr ago (eg Quinn & Goodman 1986)
or
from early accretion of satellites, probably in mainly 
gaseous form  (eg Brook et al 2004)

Summary of thick disks



Yoachim & Dalcanton 2005:  kinematics of thick disks



After decomposition of rotation contribution from thin and thick disks 
above the plane, using the surface photometry  ...

best fit thin disk

best fit thick disk

Thick disk of FGC 227 may be counter-rotating relative to thin disk.
This would exclude heating of an early thin disk as the origin for the thick disk
in this galaxy




